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Glean Kentucky reduces food
waste by gathering excess fresh
produce and connecting it to
feeding agencies to nourish
Kentuckians facing food insecurity.

Our Produce
Sources
Farms, Groceries, Farmers
Markets, and Orchards in
Ten Kentucky Counties

Our Gleaners

227,224

Pounds of Produce Gleaned
Over
1,100 1,600
Gleaning

Over

Trips

Volunteer Hours

$395,000
in Rescued Produce

Our Recipients

96%

of recipients are
able to serve food
with greater
nutritional value

73%

of recipients are
able to serve a
greater number
of clients

59%

of recipients say
Glean Kentucky is
their only source of
fresh produce

64

Agencies in Nine
Kentucky Counties

A note from our Executive Director While we planned to start 2020 with a celebration
of the gleaning movement we've spent a decade
building, we were instead given the opportunity
to showcase the grit and innovation inherent in
our model in real-time as we responded to a food
system completely disrupted by a pandemic.
Instead of standing on a stage and talking about
our hard work and our vision for the future, our
staff spent the early weeks of the pandemic living
the words of our planned speeches.

each of Kentucky's 120 counties, launched our
second region of service in South Central Kentucky, and managed to glean our two millionth
pound of produce all time.
Staff from McBrayer PLLC were with us to mark
that milestone, helping us glean tomatoes and
okra in Boyle County, and officially putting us past
two million pounds.
"Volunteering with Glean Kentucky in 2020 provided an
opportunity to give back in a tangible way during a year
when it felt like the challenges of the world were insurmountable," said James Frazier, III, Managing Member
at McBrayer. "Our partnership with Glean provided
invaluable perspective and hope as we witnessed and
participated in local, grassroots change."

We worked around the clock to protect our gleaners from the threat of the virus, answer calls from
suddenly-shuttered restaurants and hotels who
didn't want coolers full of ingredients to go to
waste, and draw new lines between excess and
need, navigating agencies who didn't have the
resources to stay open and new efforts to feed
school children cut off from their school cafete- 2020 brought us challenges we couldn't have
rias.
imagined but we rose to each of them in equally
unimaginable ways. These accomplishments are
As the pandemic raged on, we held tight to our bittersweet but they are also a testament to the
plan to release a Field Guide to instruct communi- good that's been in our reach all along.
ties around the commonwealth on how to put
gleaning into action. With crushing levels of food
insecurity being felt across the state, we simply
couldn't wait. By fall, we had distributed guides to

Our Community of Support
Our 2021
Bluegrass Partner

E.C. Matthews Co.

And 351
Individual Donors

In 2020: 36.5% Individual Donors 31% Businesses 30% Grants & Foundations 2.5% Events

Gather. Connect. Nourish.

